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HEIDI
With Bali as her home
base, DJ Heidy has quickly
taken hold of the club
scene with her musical
expression and secured
a reputation across
Indonesia as one of the
most talented female DJ’s
on the circuit. Her creative
energy and attention to
each night’s mood has
proven to be a winning
formula. Crowds love
her. Venues want her.
DJ’s respect her. And she
delivers…

Heidi’s sound…
Spinning a mixed breed of house, electro-house and tech-house, all
carved into a personal sound that leaves a lasting impression, Heidi takes
on influences from world class acts such as Sebastian Leger, Dubfire and
Deadmaus while drawing on her own vinyl experience to lay down the
direction for every show. Each performance molded to suit the venue and
the crowd. Always unique. Always uplifting.
Heidi’s stomping ground…
Throughout Indonesia and beyond, venues have become home to Heidy’s
prowess and the demand for her sets keeps her diary locked into a tight
schedule. Famous Bali
clubs such as The Living Room, Ocean Beach Club, Sky Garden and
Hypnotique have all featured her skills to a packed house, while huge venues
such as ‘Klapa’ make sure she is on the decks for opening ceremonies and
after parties, allowing crowds of thousands to be swept up in her grooves.
On the world stage she has already spread her wings to Australia, Europe
and Asia and played alongside a line-up of international acts. The demand
continues.
DJ Heidi. Make the call.
Bookings: Contact Mikael Vanneque m) +62 812 387 1119

“Not only does she hold the dance floor in the palm of her hand, leading the crowd
through a solid set with all the right peaks and breaks, but just watching her move behind
the decks is enough to get anyone motivated…”
… (Editor) Beat Magazine, Bali/ Jakarta

